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For rational and analytic matrix functions new formulas are obtained for the 
limits in the Szego-Kac-Achiezer limit theorems. In the rational case the new 
expressions are given in terms of finite matrices which come from special represen- 
tations of the matrix functions. These representations are known as realizations in 
mathematical systems theory. 0 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
For block Toeplitz matrices the famous Szego limit theorems can be 
stated in the following way. Let @ be a continuous m x m matrix function 
on the unit circle T of which the matrix Fourier coefficients q5,,, n E Z, have 
the property that 
f ll~,ll + [ f lal l14.11’]“2 < c-3. 
“= -cc tl= -m 
Here 11 . I( is some norm on the set of all complex m x m matrices. In 
addition, let us assume that 
det Q(z) # 0 (z E U), arg det @(ei’) I ;= --71 = 0. 
Then the strong Szegii limit theorem holds, i.e., 
lim DN-l(@)=z (@) 
N-m (Cl(@))” 2 . 
(0.1) 
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In this formula D,+ r(Q) = det( [d,-j]&=b) and 
C,(Q) = exp k 1‘1 log det @(e”) dt , 
n 1 (0.2) 
C,(@)=det(T,T,-I), (0.3) 
where T, and T@-I are the semi-infinite block Toeplitz operators (acting 
on l&) with symbols @( . ) and @( . )-I, respectively. Since T, T,-I - I is a 
trace class operator, the right-hand side of (0.3) is well defined. We shall 
refer to C,(G) and Z,(Q) as the first and second Szegii constant of @, 
respectively. 
G. Szego [ 17, 181 showed in the beginning of this century that for a 
positive scalar function @ 
iim D,,, I(@)‘iN= C,(Q). (0.4) N-x 
About 30 years later for functions of the same type, but with certain 
additional smoothness conditions, Szego [19] proved formula (0.1) with 
where c,, is the nth Fourier coefficient of log @( . ). For matrix functions 
(under the conditions stated here) formula (0.1) is due to Widom [20,21] 
(see also [22]). Note that (0.1) implies (0.4) whenever L’,(Q) # 0, which 
happens if and only if @ admits a left and a right canonical factorization 
(see [20]). Continual analogues of the original Szego formulas were 
obtained by Kac [ 121 and Achiezer [ 11. The matrix version of the 
Kac-Achiezer formulas is due to Mikaelian [ 151. 
The Szego-Kac-Achiezer limit formulas have been investigated from dif- 
ferent points of view, and the literature on the subject is rich. To see this we 
refer the reader to the paper [S] by Dym and Ta’assan and the recent 
book [7] by Bottcher and Silbermann. Recent developments concern 
mainly the problem of extending the class of functions for which the limits 
(0.1) and (0.4) exist and establishing alternative formulas for their values 
(see, e.g., Basor and Helton [6] and Krein and Spitkovskii [14]). 
In this paper the aim is different and in the first instance we restrict our- 
selves to a smaller class of matrix functions than the one mentioned above. 
The goal is to understand better the two Szego constants Z, and C, for the 
discrete case as well as for the continuous case. Our starting point is the 
class of rational matrix functions and representations of such functions in 
the form 
a(() = Z, + [C(Z,, - (A)- ’ B, lil = 1, (0.5 1 
H’(A)=Z,+C(AZ,-A)-‘B, if5 R. (0.6) 
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Here A is a square matrix of which the order n may be much larger than m, 
B and C are matrices of sizes n x m and m x n, respectively, and Z,(Z,) 
denotes the identity matrix of order m (n). The representations (0.5) and 
(0.6) come from mathematical systems theory (see, e.g., [ 131 and [2, 
Chap. II]), where they play an important role and are known as 
realizations. Any rational matrix function that is normalized to I at zero 
(resp. at infinity) admits a representation of the form (0.5) (resp. (0.6)). We 
obtain the Szegii constants explicitly in terms of the matrices A, B and C 
and their spectral characteristics. In our approach the constants have a 
linear algebra flavour and they are the result of operations in finite dimen- 
sional linear spaces. In this way the Szego-Kac-Achiezer formulas are also 
expressed in system theoretical terms. 
The results referred to in the previous paragraph are obtained in the first 
section for the discrete case and in the second section for the continuous 
case. In the continuous case it leads to a new understanding of the 
Kac-Achiezer formulas for the case when the associated convolution 
integral operators are not trace class operators and their kernels are not 
continuous also. For these operators we substitute the classical deter- 
minants (trace class or Fredholm) by a special regularized determinant 
which appears in a natural way and whose definition comes from the 
realization approach. This paper treats also the case of analytic matrix 
functions. As in the rational case the starting point is given with the 
representations (0.5) and (0.6) with the only difference that the operator A 
appearing in these representations is now allowed to be a bounded linear 
operator acting on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. In Section I.3 we 
also compute the limit in the alternative matricial analogue of the Szegii 
theorem given in [ 111. 
A few words about notation: The symbol Z denotes an identity operator 
or an identity matrix. The symbol Z with a subscript X stands for the iden- 
tity operator on the space X. Instead of I,, we write Z,,,. An m x n matrix A 
will be identified with the linear operator from C” into @” given by the 
canonical action of A with respect to the standard bases in C” and C”. 
I. THE DISCRETE CASE 
1.1. Rational Matrix Symbols 
Let 0 be a continuous matrix function on the unit circle T. In this sec- 
tion we assume that @ is a rational m x m matrix function, normalized to Z 
at 0, and we write the realization 
@(()=Z+cC(Z-CA)-‘B, [ET. (1.1) 
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Here A is a square matrix of order n, say, and A has no eigenvalues on 8, 
the matrices B and C have sizes n x m and m x n, respectively. In the 
generalization of the formulas of Szega-Kac-Achiezer (SKA-formulas for 
short) one usually assumes that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(F, ) det@(fJ # 0, i E: JJ, 
(F2) the winding number (1127~) arg det @(ei’) I := ox is equal to 0. 
For the second SKA-formula, (0.4), there are additional restrictions on 
the Fourier coefficients of the symbol. 
In the case when the symbol is realized in the form (1.1) condition (F,) is 
equivalent to the requirement that A x := A - BC has no eigenvalues on 8. 
Thus if (F, ) is satisfied, then the following Riesz projections are well 
defined: 
P=Z-&. j ([Z-A)-’ di, 
lr 
f’” =I-&. j ([Z-A”)-‘d[. 
II 
(1.3) 
In what follows V= (I- P)(Z- P x ) + PP x. Note that PV = VP y. Further, 
det V # 0 is equivalent to 
X=Ker P@Im P”, X=Ker P” @Im P. (1.4) 
It follows (cf. [2, Sect. 1.21) that det I/#0 is equivalent to the requirement 
that the symbol @ admit a left and a right canonical Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let @([)=Z+cC(Z-iA)-‘B, [EU. Assume that the 
conditions (F,) and (F2) are fulfilled. Then 
C,(Q) = 
det(Z-P” +A”P”) 
det(Z- P+ AP) ’ (1.5) 
,Y,(O)=det[(Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP”], (1.6) 
where P and P ’ are the Riesz projections given by the formulas (1.2) and 
( 1.3 ), respectively. 
We shall start the proof with a lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let @ be given by (1.1). Then 
D Np 1(@) = det[(Z- P+ PA)-N (Z-P+ P(A x )N)], N3 1, 
where A x = A - BC and P is the Riesz projection given by (1.2). 
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For the special case when the operators A and A x are invertible this 
results also appears in [4, Sect. I.9 J. 
Proof: In what follows PA pN or AmNP stands for the operator 
P(Z- P+ PA)-N. Note that (because of the definition of P) the operator 
A IIm P: Im P --+ Im P is invertible, and thus PApN and A ~~ NP are well 
defined. Put 
CAk-‘(Z- P) B, k > 0, 
Zk = 
-CAk-‘PB, k < 0. (1.7) 
From (1.1) it follows that the kth Fourier coefficient f#k of @ is equal to rk 
for k#O and &,=Z+r,. Put TN=Z+ [rkpj]z;=‘O. Then 
D,- ,(@) = det TN. Next define 
IJ’,=Z-P+PA-~(A~)“‘. (1.8) 
We shall prove that 
V,=Z-S(Z+H)-‘R, (1.9) 
where R = c~l[cA’],!=-~‘, S= row[PA-‘- ‘B]y& and H= [Hki]t’J,, with 
H -= 
i 
CAk--‘-‘B, Osj<ksN-1, 
kl 0, OikijIN-1. -- 
From the lower triangular block matrix representation of Z+ H it is clear 
that Z+ H is invertible. A direct computation shows that 
(I+ H)-‘=I+ H” with H” = [H;]z’=‘,, and 
H; = 
{ 
-C(A x )k-‘- ’ B, O_Ij<ksN-1: 
0, Osk$jsN-1. 
It follows that (I+ H) - ’ R = col[ C( A x )i]$,’ and hence 
N-l N-l 
S(Z+H)-‘R= c PA-‘-‘BC(A”)‘= c PA-‘-‘(A-A”)(A”)’ 
J=o 
=P-PA-N(AX)N, 
j=O 
which proves (1.9). Note that T, = Z+ H- RS. Furthermore, 
det(Z+ H) = 1. So 
det VN=det[Z-S(Z+H)-‘R] =det[Z-(Z+H)-‘RS] 
=det[(Z+ H)-’ TN] =det TN. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof consists of two parts. In the first part 
we only use condition (F,) (and do not use (F,)) and prove that 
D N-,(@)Z;N+CZ, N+cn, (1.10) 
where .E, and C, are the right-hand sides of (1.5) and (1.6) respectively. 
(i) Let V, be given by (1.8). We write V, in the form 
v,=(z-P+PA)-NQN(z-Px+P”A”)~, 
where QN= (I- P+ P(A “)N)(Z- P” + P”A x))N. According to Lemma 
I.2 this implies that 
D r+,(@)=detQ, 
det(Z-P” +P”A”) N 
det(Z- P + PA) 1 ’ 
Now note that 
Q+r=(Z-P)(Z-P” +P”AX)-mN+P((Z-PX)AX +PX),’ 
+(I-P)(Z-P”)+PP” (N-a). 
The convergence follows because P x is the Riesz projection for A ’ 
corresponding to the eigenvalues outside T and thus (A ’ )” (I- P X ) and 
P”(A r))-N tend to 0 if N+ co, which proves (1.10). 
(ii) Next, we prove (1.5), i.e., we show that C, is equal to the 
right-hand side of (0.2). To do this note that det(Z+XY)=det(Z+ YX) 
for matrices X and Y. So, using (1.1) we obtain det Q(c)= 
det[(Z- [A)-’ (I- {A x )]. Thus 
where the numbers ii(A) and ii(A x ) denote the eigenvalues of A and A x 
(counted according to their multiplicities). Since condition (F,) holds, the 
function log det @( . ) is analytic on % and the matrices A and A x have the 
same number of eigenvalues outside U. One computes that 
&s‘ k ii(A x 1 logdet@(e”)de=log fl - 
x ,=I i;(A) ’ 
(1.11) 
where cl(A),..., ik(A), c,(A x ),..., ck(A x ) have absolute value larger than 1 
and the remaining eigenvalues of A and A x are inside U. The right-hand 
sides of (1.11) and log C, (where C, is the right-hand side of (1.5)) are 
equal, which proves (1.5). Formula (1.6) is clear now from (1.10) and 
(1.5). I 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let G(c) = I + cC(I - {A)- ’ B, < ET, and let the con- 
dition (F,) be fulfilled. Put X,=det[(Z-P” +A”P”)(Z-P+AP)--‘I. 
Then 
D N-1(@) = o(c;“)~ (N+ co), 
if and only if @ does not admit a left or does not admit a right canonical 
Wiener-Hopf factorization. 
Proof: Use formula (1.10) and the fact that C, #O if and only if @ 
admits a left and a right canonical Wiener-Hopf factorization (see the 
paragraph preceding Theorem I. 1). 1 
For the case when conditions (F, ) and (Irz) both are fulfilled 
Corollary I.3 is due to Widom [20]. 
1.2. Analytic Matrix Symbols 
In this section we assume that Q(c) is an m x m matrix function, which is 
analytic at each point of the unit circle T. This allows us to write @(. ) in 
the form 
@([)=I+[C(Z-CA)-‘B, [E-F, (2.1) 
where A: X-r X, B: C” -+ A’, C: X-+ C” are bounded linear operators, X is 
an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space and the operator A has no 
spectrum on T. To see that such a representation is always possible, note 
that our assumption on @ implies that there exists E > 0 such that @ is 
analytic on the annulus 1 -E < I[/ < 1 + E. Now put 
and X= Lz(80R, C”), where a52 is the boundary of Q. Further, define 
B: @” +X, (BYNO =+ Y, wa 
C:X+@“, 
One checks that the operators A, B and C have the desired properties and 
that with this choice the representation (2.1) is valid. 
In what follows the function @ is given by (2.1). We assume that the con- 
dition (F,) of Section I.1 is fulfilled. It follows that the operator 
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A ’ = A - BC has no spectrum on U. Therefore the following Riesz projec- 
tions are well defined. 
P” =I-&.[ (cl-A”)--‘d[. 
T 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Note that the operators A and A” are acting on an infinite dimensional 
Hilbert space. However, A - A x is an operator of finite rank and because 
of this the operator P - P” is a trace class operator. Indeed one easily 
checks that 
P-P” =&!-., ([Z-A)-‘BC([Z-A”)--‘d[. 
T 
(2.4) 
Because the integrand is continuous in the trace class norm it follows that 
P - P x is in the trace class. 
As in SectionI.1, put V=(Z-P)(Z-P”)$PP”. Note that PV= VP”. 
The operator V- Z is a trace class operator because V- Z = 
- P( P - P ’ ) + (P - P x ) P x. So the determinant of the operator V exists. 
Again, V is invertible if and only if 
X=KerP@ImP”, X=Ker P” @Im P, (2.5) 
and hence it follows (see [2]) that det V#O is equivalent to the 
requirement that @ admits a left and a right canonical Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. Now Theorem 1.1 admits the following generalization. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let @([)=Z+[C(Z-[A)-’ B, [ET, be as in ,for- 
mula (2.1). Assume that the conditions (F, ) and ( F2) are fulfilled. Then 
E,(@)=det[(Z-P+AP) ‘(Z-P” +A”P”)], (2.6) 
C,(@)=det[(Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP”], (2.7) 
where P and P” are the Riesz projections given by the .formulas (2.2) 
and (2.3), respectively. 
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. In the first part we do not use 
condition (F,) and prove that 
D N-,(@)z;N_*CZ, N-tco, (2.8) 
where C, and C, are the right-hand sides of (2.6) and (2.7) respectively. 
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(i) Put V,=(Z-P+PA))“‘(Z-P+P(A”)N). Then DNp,(@)= 
det V,. To see this one repeats the arguments given in the proof of Lem- 
ma 1.2. One only has to add the remark that the operators R and S have 
finite rank. Thus (1.9) implies that det V, is well defined and the 
calculations given at the end of the proof of Lemma I.2 go through without 
any change. 
Next we proof that the right-hand side of (2.6) is well defined. Note 
that P-P” -AP+P”A” =(P-P”)-A(P-P”)-(A-A”)P”. Thus 
because both P-P” and A -A ’ are trace class it follows that 
(Z-P + AP) - (I- P x + P x A x ) is a trace class operator. This proves that 
(I- P + AP)-’ (I- P x + P x A ’ ) - 2 is a trace class operator and therefore 
the determinant in the right-hand side of (2.6) exists indeed. In the same 
way one shows that (Z-P” +A”P”)-’ (I-P+AP)-Z is a trace class 
operator. 
As in SectionI. put QN=(Z-P+P(A”)N)(Z-Px +P”A”)-N. Note 
that QN = ENV,,,FeN, where E=Z-P+AP and F=Z-P” +A”P”. It 
follows that Q,,, is similar to V,F-“‘EN. Since V, - Z is a trace class 
operator, it remains to show that FeNEN is a trace class operator. To do 
this, put Sz = F-‘E. Then 
From the previous paragraph we know that a - Z is a trace class operator, 
and hence (by similarity) the operator FpNEN -I is also a trace class 
operator. We also see that det QN is equal to (det V,)(det B)“‘, which 
implies that 
DN- 1(Q)= [det QN][det[(Z- P+ AZ’-’ (Z-P” + A x P” )]I”. (2.9) 
We shall prove that QN + V in the trace class norm if N + co. To do 
this, note that 
QN-V-=P(A”)N(Z-P”)+(Z-P)(A”)-NP” 
=(P-P”)(A”)N(Z-PP)+(PX -P)(A”)pNP”. (2.10) 
Let II . II, denote the trace class norm and II . I/ the usual operator norm. 
Since 
we see that II(P” -P)(A”)-NP”I(, -+ 0 for N + co. A similar argument 
applies to the second term of (2.10). It follows that QN -+ V in the trace 
class norm. From the latter fact we may conclude det QN -+ det V if N + co. 
Using this in (2.9) one sees that (2.8) holds true. 
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(ii) Next, we prove (2.6), i.e., we show that 
&/i logdet@(e”)dr=logdet[(Z-P+AP))‘(Z-P” +A”P”)]. 
x 
(2.11) 
Since condition (F,) holds, we may write 
& [’ log det @(ei’) dr = &. l [ ’ log det Q(c) d[. 
A 7 
Note that I(<-t)(l-t[))‘I=l for Octal and l[[=l. We shall prove 
that for 0 5 t $1 
&[ iP’logdet@ i-t d[ 
lr [ 1 1 -t[ (2.12) 
and 
logdet[[(Z-P)(Z+tA)+P(A+tZ)]P’ 
x [(z-Px)(z+tA”)+P”(A” +tZ)]] (2.13) 
are equal. Note that for t= 1 the equality is easily checked (use (2.1)). Next 
observe that both (2.12) and (2.13) are continuous at I= 1. We prove that 
on 0 5 t < 1 the derivatives with respect to t of (2.12) and (2.13) are equal. 
The function log det @[([ - t)/( 1 - I[)] . 1s an analytic function of t for 
0 5 t < 1 and each c E 8. So to compute the derivative of formula (2.12) 
with respect to t we may interchange the integral along U with the 
derivative. Like the previous section we see that det Q(c)= 
det[(Z- CA))’ (I- iA x )]. One computes (see [9, Chap. IV, formula 
(1.14)]) that (d/do log det Q(i) is equal to 
[(Z-CA). ’ (I-[A”)] -‘f [(Z-IA) ’ (Z-CA”)] 1 
=[p’tr[(Z-{A”)mm’-(Z-[A) ~‘1. 
So we obtain that 
i-t ilogdet @ - L 1 1 -t[ 
=(c”-l)([-t)-‘tr z--- 
[I 
A” j-lL[+Aj-‘l. 
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Since the function (z-A x )-’ - (z-A)-’ is a continuous function in the 
trace class norm for z E T we may interchange integral and trace. We derive 
d 1 
dt 27ciT [ J 
(-ilogdet@[~]dr] 
=tr & 
1 J 
T [[(1-t~)([-t)-L4X]-‘-[(1-t[)(&t))L4]-’] 
x(i’-l)([-t))*[-‘d[ . 1 (2.14) 
The next step is to put z = (1 - t[)([ - t)-’ and to substitute this new 
variable in (2.14). So formula (2.14) becomes 
tr $. T [(z-A”)-‘-(z-A)-l][-(z+t)p’+z(l+tz)-’]dz [ J 1 . 
Now use that 0 5 t < 1 to see that this is equal to 
tr[P”(A” +tZ)-‘-P(A+tZ))-’ 
+(I-P”)A”(z+fA”)-‘-(I-P)A(Z+tA)yj. (2.15) 
Next we compute the derivative of (2.13) by again using [9, Chap. IV, 
formula (1.14)]. One obtains 
tr[ - [(I- P)(Z+ tA) + P(A + tZ)] -I [(Z-P) A + P] 
+ [(Z-P”)(z+tA”)+P”(A” +tZ)]-’ [(I-P”)A” +zJ”]]. 
(2.16) 
The quantities (2.15) and (2.16) are equal. Thus the derivatives with respect 
to t of (2.12) and (2.13) are equal. We conclude that (2.12) is equal to 
(2.13) also if t =O. This proves (2.11). 1 
For functions realized in the form (2.1) the analogue of Corollary I.3 also 
holds true. 
1.3. Another Analogue of the First Szegii Theorem 
If the second SzegG constant is unequal to 0, then the first Szego 
constant is also given by 
C,(Q)= lim DN- I(@) 
N’cc DN(@) . (3.1) 
Recall that D,- ,(@) = det T,, where TN is the Nx N block Toeplitz 
matrix [diPj]Tj:‘i. It follows that in the scalar case the quantity D,- 1(@)/ 
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D,,,(Q) is precisely the element (T;: ,),,,, in the upper left corner of the 
inverse of the matrix T,, , , and hence, in case the projection method 
works, the limit in (3.1) is equal to Mu, where [u~~];,=~ is the inverse of 
the Toeplitz operator T= T,. In the block Toeplitz case this interpretation 
leads to a different Szego type formula (see [ 11 I), namely 
lim (T,:,),,=(T~~‘),,. 
N - cc 
(3.2) 
The matrix appearing in the right-hand side of formula (3.2) will be 
denoted by L’,(Q). The problem of finding other expressions for E:,(Q) was 
proposed in [ 111. In terms of a realization of the symbol this problem has 
the following solution. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let @(<)=Z+[C(Z-[A) ’ B, ~EU, he as in (2.1). 
Assume that det Q(i) #O, i E T, and X=Ker P” @Im P, 
X = Im P x @ Ker P, where P and P x are the Riex prqjections dqfined h!s 
(2.2) and (2.3), respectively. Then 
C,(@)=Z+CZ7(1-P” +P”A”)-‘B, 
where ZZ is the projection ef X along Ker P x onto Im P. More generally, 
lim [T;‘]Ii,,=6k,+;.k,, 
N + 7 
where 
C(A”)‘Z7(1-P” +P”A”) ‘- ’ B-C(A”)’ ’ ‘B, 0 5.j -c k, 
C(A”)kn(z-p” +p”A”)~-1-1 B, 0 5 k 2.j. 
ProojY The assumptions we made guarantee that V = (I - P)( Z - P x ) + 
PP” is invertible. As in the previous sections put 
QN=[Z-P+P(AX)N][Z-PX +Px(A”)]-“. 
In the proof of Theorem I.4 we showed that lim. _ J; QN = V, where the 
limit may be considered with respect to both the trace class norm and the 
operator norm. This implies that there exists a number N, such that for 
any N 2 N, the operator QN is invertible. Since both I- P + PA and 
I- P x + P x A x are invertible, this leads to the conclusion that for N 2 N,, 
the operator 
V,=(Z-P+PA)-N(Z-P+PA”)N 
=(Z-P+PA)~NQ,(Z-Px +P”A”)N (3.3) 
is invertible. 
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We know that det V, = det T,. Thus T, is invertible for N 2 N,. We 
shall prove that 
T,-‘=(Z+H)-‘+(Z+H)-‘RV,‘S(Z+H)-‘, Nz N,, (3.4) 
where H, R and S are the operators introduced in the proof of Lemma 1.2. 
To do this, recall that TN = Z+ H - RS and that V, is given by (1.9). Thus 
T,-‘=[(Z+H)(Z-(Z+H)-‘RS]-’ 
= [Z- (I+ H)-’ RS]-’ (I+ H)-’ 
= [Z+ (I+ H)-’ RV,‘S](Z+ H)-‘, 
and (3.4) is proved. Next, one uses that 
(Z+ H)-’ R = col[C(A x y’]jy=;‘, 
S(Z+H)-l=PA-Nrow[(AX)N~‘-‘B],~=-~’. 
It follows that T;‘=Z+ [z<]:‘=!~, where 
C(A”)kV,‘PA-“‘(AX)N-iWt-C(AX)k-‘-’B, Osj<ksN-1, 
C(A")kV,lPA-N(Ax)N--J-lB, OsksjsN-1. 
We finish the proof by showing that 
v,‘PA-N(Ax)N-‘---+ z-qz-p” +pxAx)-‘-‘, N+ co. (3.5) 
Put UN= Vi’PAeN(A x)N. Using (3.3) we obtain 
ZZ,=[Z-P” +(A”)NPX]-‘Q,lP(A”)N 
=[Z-Px +(A”)NPX]-‘Q,$[Z-P+P(AX)N-(Z-P)] 
=Z-[Z-P” +(A”)NPX]-lQ;l(Z-P). 
Now use that lim,,,Q,i= V-’ and lim,,, [Z-P” +(Ax)NPx]-’ 
= I- P x to see that 
lim ZZ,=Z- (I- P”) V-‘(Z- P). 
N-CC 
(3.6) 
From the definitions of P”, P and 17 it follows that 
(I-P”)(Z-Z7)=Z-17, P”(Z-ZZ)=O, and (I-P)ZZ=O. so 
V(Z-Z7) = I- P and the right-hand side of formula (3.6) turns out to be 
just ZZ. This proves (3.5) for j= -1. Take jz0. Since PA-N -+O and 
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(A”)NPj ‘(Z-P”)+0 for N-tco, it is clear that P’;‘PA-N(Ar)Nm’ ’ 
(Z-P”)-+0 for N-+co. Further 
With these remarks (3.5) is proved. 1 
II. THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
II. 1. Determinant and indicator 
In the continuous case the role of the Toeplitz operator is taken over by 
the Wiener-Hopf operator 
Here k is an m x m matrix function with entries in L,( -m, cc). The sym- 
bol is defined by W(L) = I- &(A), -co < A< co, where k is the Fourier 
transform of k. Again we start with the case that W(L) is rational. As is 
known from mathematical systems theory this implies that W can be 
written in the form 
W(/l)=Z+C(AZ-A)-‘B, -cxJ<i<x, (1.1) 
where A is an n x n matrix with no eigenvalues on the real axis, B is an 
n x m matrix and C is an m x n matrix. It follows that the matrix kernel k 
has the form 
t > 0, 
t < 0, 
(1.2) 
where P is the Riesz projection corresponding to the eigenvalues of A in 
the upper half plane. 
For 0 < T < cc define 
(1.3) 
The operator K, is considered as an operator on Ly[O,z]. In our case (with 
k given by (1.2)) the operator K, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
All versions of the continual analogue of the Szego formulas involve 
det(Z- K,), where K, is given by (1.3). In [12, l] det(Z- K,) is understood 
as the classical Fredholm determinant, and therefore in [ 12, 1 ] the function 
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k is assumed to be continuous. The other possibility is to choose k in such 
a way that K, is a trace class operator for all t > 0. If k is given by (1.2), 
then k is continuous or (and) K, is a trace class operator if and only if 
CB=O (cf. [4, Sect. 1.61). We shall not impose this restriction, and 
therefore we replace the quantity det(Z- K,) by a different, but closely 
related, quantity. 
Put 
D,(W)=(exp[rtr[$-/A W(i)d;i]])detC2)(Z-K,). (1.4) 
Here A is a contour in the upper half plane around the poles of W in the 
upper half plane and detc2)(Z-- K,) is the second regularized determinant 
(see [9]) of (I- K,),i.e., 
detC2’(Z- K,) = i (1 - l,i) e’t, 
i=l 
where I,, A2,... are the non-zero eigenvalues of K, (multiplicities taken into 
account). We shall see that the quantity D,(W) is equal to det(Z- K,) 
whenever K, is a trace class operator. 
LEMMA 11.1. Let W be given by ( 1.1). Then 
D,( W)=det(Z- P+ PeirAe-irAX), (1.5) 
where A x = A - BC and P is the Riesz projection corresponding to the eigen- 
values of A in the upper half plane. 
Proof. Put 
V,=z-p+peizAe-iTAX, (1.6) 
In the terminology of [lo, Sect. II.41 the operator V, is the indicator of 
Z-K,. In [16] it is shown that 
det V, = [exp( -tr K+)] detC2’(Z- K,), 
where K+: Ly[O, r] -+ L;?[O, r] is the finite rank operator defined by 
(K+f)(t) = J: - iCe-i(‘-“)APBf(s) ds, ostsz. 
It remains to compute tr Kf. Let A + be a contour in the upper half plane 
around the eigenvalues of A in the upper half plane. Then 
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trK+= 
s 
’ -i tr CPB ds = -iz tr CPB 
0 
= -irtr[&j,+ W(L)di]. (1.7) 
Since the poles of W are eigenvalues of A, the poles of W in the upper half 
plane are inside A + . It follows that in (1.7) we may replace A + by any con- 
tour in the upper half plane around the poles of Win the upper half plane. 
Formula (1.5) is now clear. 1 
Assume that K, is a trace class operator. Then 
det’*‘(Z- K,) = [det(Z- K,)] exp(tr K,). 
Furthermore, in that case, tr K, = -ir tr CPB (see [4, Theorem 1.6.21). So 
using the terminology of the proof of the previous lemma, tr K, = tr KC 
and it follows that 
D,(W) = exp( -tr K+) det(*‘(Z- K,) 
= exp( -tr K,)[det(Z- K,)] exp(tr K,) 
= det(Z- K,). 
So D,(W) = det(Z- K,), whenever K, is a trace class operator. 
11.2. Rational matrix symbols 
Let W be a rational m x m matrix function normalized to Z at infinity. As 
in Section I.1 two conditions play an important role: 
(F,) det W(n)#O, --a3 <,I< co, 
(F2) arg det W(l) IT= --a, = 0. 
We assume that W is written in the form 
W(/l)=Z,+C(U-A)-‘B, (2.1) 
where A, B and C are matrices of sizes n x n, n x m and m x n, respectively, 
and A has no eigenvalues on the real axis. Note that condition (F, ) is 
equivalent to requirement that A x = A - BC has no eigenvalues on the real 
axis. Thus if (F, ) is satisfied, then the Riesz projections P and P x 
corresponding to the eigenvalues in the upper half plane of A and A x, 
respectively, are well defined. In fact, 
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P=$.J (AZ-A)-‘dl, 
d+ 
px =-$ (Jz-A”)-‘dk 
d+ 
Here A+ is any contour in the upper half plane around the eigenvalues of 
A and A ’ in the upper half plane. 
Condition (F,) implies that log det W is a well-defined function which is 
analytic on the real line and in a neighbourhood of infinity on the Riemann 
sphere. In case log det W is integrable on the real line the analogue of the 
first Szego constant is the quantity 
u log det W(A) dA . 
02 1 
We shall not require that log det WE L,( -co, co), and in what follows we 
work with 
C,(W) :=exp -& PVS”’ 
i 
tr W(l) d;l , (2.5) 
-cc 
log det W(t) dt + $ J 
I- I 
where PV~oOco denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral and Z is 
a contour in the complex plane around all the poles of W. The next lemma 
shows that the right-hand side of (2.5) is well defined and it gives an 
expression for C,(W) in terms of (2.1). 
LEMMA 11.2. Let W(2) = I + C(nZ- A) ~ ’ B, A E k!, and assume that the 
conditions (F, ) and (F,) are fulfilled. Then 
C,(W)= 
det(Z- P+ Pei”) 
det(Z- P” + PxeiAx)’ 
Proof: For R > 0 we have 
JR logdet W(t)dt=tlogdet W(t)IER-jR t(logdet W(t))‘dz. 
-R -R 
Next observe that 
$ [log det W(n)] = tr [W(J)-’ -$ W(A)] 
=tr[-C(Iz-AA))-‘(AZ-A)-‘B] 
=tr[-((II-A))’ BC(JZ-Ax)-‘] 
=tr[(U-A”)-‘-(AZ-A)-‘]. 
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It follows that 
41 
lim 
IO - 2 
t log det W(t) = leO s-l log det W(SV’) 
glogdet W(s-r) 
= lim -t2tr[(tZ-AA))-‘-((fl-A))‘]=trBC. 
Id - = 
Here we used that 
(AZ-A”)-‘-(AZ-A)-‘= --;!-*BC+P((Ax)*-A2)+..... (2.7) 
Let A be the contour consisting of the interval [ -R, R] on the real line 
and the half circle Q in the upper half plane with center at 0 and radius R. 
We assume that the eigenvalues of A and A x in the upper half plane are in 
the interior domain of A. Using (2.7) one sees that 
t( log det W(I))’ dt 
A(,l-Ax) ~‘-R(iZ-A) ‘dA: 
- lim & / itr[(,IZ-A”) ’ -(AZ-A)-‘] dl, 
=itr(A”P” -AP)+iitr BC. 
We conclude that 
R 
logdet W(t)dz= -kitrBC-itr(A”P” 
The next step is to show that 
1% 
det(z-f’++e’A) = -itr(AxPx 
det(Z- P” + PxeiAX) 
- AP). 
For t 2 0 define 
G(t) = Z-P+ PerrA, G”(t)=Z-P” +PreiiA 
AP). (2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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One computes that 
$logdet[G(l) G”(t))‘] 
=tr Gx(r)G(r))l$logdet[G(t)Gx(t))‘] 
[ 1 
= -itr(A .Px -AP). (2.11) 
Integrating over 0 5 t 5 1 yields formula (2.9). 
Finally, let r be a contour in the complex plane around the eigenvalues 
of A. Then the poles of W are inside r and 
-/-I tr W(i)dl=itr 
r [ 
C&J (AZ-.4-i&B 
I- I 
=-jjitrCB=iitrBC. (2.12) 
Use this and (2.9) in the identity (2.8) to finish the prove of the lemma. 1 
In the classcal case (when the kernel k in (1.3) is continuous) the right- 
hand side of (2.5) coincides with (2.4). To see this recall that continuity of 
k implies that CB = 0. But if CB = 0, then log det W is integrable and the 
quantity l,- tr W(l) dA in (2.5) is zero (see formula (2.12)). Also note that 
tr W(A)M=trBC=trA-trA” =P,-N,, 
where N, is the sum of the zeros of W and P, is the sum of the poles of W 
(multiplicities taken into account). So the second term in the right-hand 
side of (2.5) is also equal to $(P, - IV,). 
THEOREM 11.3. Let W(l) = I+ C(U- A)-’ B, 1 E R, and assume that 
the conditions (F, ) and (F,) are fulfilled. Then 
lim D,(W)C,(W)-‘=det((Z--P)(Z-P”)+PP”). 
r-cc 
Proof From Lemma II.1 we know that D,(W) = det V,, where V, is 
given by (1.6). Put 
F(r)=[Z-P+Pe-i*AX][Z-PP +eirAPX], 
and let G(z) and G x (t) be given by (2.10). Then 
V, = G(T) F(r) Gx (T)-I. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Put Z,=det[G(l)G”(l))‘]. Then E;=det[G(r)G”(r) -‘I, and thus 
D,( W) C;’ = det F(7). (2.15) 
Note that 
F(s)=(Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP” +Pe-‘~AX(z-Px)+(z-P)e’~A”Px. (2.16) 
Since P x is the spectral projection for A x corresponding to the eigenvalues 
in the upper half plane 
lim F(r)=(Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP”. 
7 - ‘72 
(2.17) 
This proves that lim, _ Ix1 D,(W)z;‘=det[(Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP”]. So far 
we have not used condition (F,). Using both (F, ) and (F2), we may apply 
Lemma II.2 to show that C,( W) = C, , which completes the proof. 1 
Theorem II.3 is the continual analogue of the strong Szego limit formula 
(0.1). From Theorem II.3 and its proof is clear that the continual analogue 
of Corollary I.3 also holds. The next theorem contains the analogue of the 
weak Szego limit formula (0.4). 
THEOREM 11.4. Let W(i) = I+ C(nZ- A) ’ B, jL E R. Assume thut 
condition (F, ) is fulfilled and that W admits a kft and a right Wiener- HopJ 
,factorization. Then 
(i) lim D,(W)“’ = C,( W), 
i+z 
(ii) lim DA W 
Dr+ii(W 
=Z,( W)-“, for any 6 > 0, 
T- 7( 
(iii) Zl~mL 2 log D,( W) = log C,(W). 
ProojY The equalities (i) and (ii) can be derived easily from (iii). To see 
this put g(r) = log D,(W) - 7 log Z,(W), and note that lim, _ x g’(r) = 0 
according to (iii). Using 1’Hopital’s rule and the mean value theorems one 
gets 
g(r) - = log D,( W)“’ - log .E,( W) -+ 0 (7-+ a), 
7 
DA W) 
g(7)-g(7+~)=log D 
,.6(W) 
+6log~,(W)+O (T -+ CO). 
So to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove (iii). 
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From formula (2.15) we see that 
log D,(W) = z log C,(W) + log det F(t), 
where F(r) is given by formula (2.8). It now remains to show that 
.lirnm f log det F( r ) = 0. 
Recall that the operator (I- P)(I-- P x ) + PP’ is invertible if and only if 
W admits a left and a right Wiener-Hopf factorization (see [2]). Since 
(2.17) holds, there exists a number r0 such that for t >rO the operator 
F(z) is invertible. Now use that (d/dr) log det F(Z) = tr[F(t))’ F(z)]. 
From formula (2.16) we see that lim,,, F(t)=O. It follows that 
lim,,, tr[F(r))’ F(r)] = 0. This proves (iii). 1 
11.3. Analytic Matrix Symbols 
In this section we assume that the m x m matrix function W is analytic 
on the real line and in a neighbourhood of infinity on the Riemann sphere. 
Since W is the symbol of a Wiener-Hopf integral operator with a 
L,-kernel, it follows that W( co) = I. The function W can be represented as 
W(n)=Z,,,+C(LZ-A)p’ B, (3.1) 
where A is a bounded linear operator on a separable Hilbert space X such 
that the spectrum of A does not meet the real line and C: X-+ @” and 
B: C” -+ X are bounded linear operators. To see this, take 52 to be a closed 
set on the Riemann sphere, containing the real line and infinity in its 
interior such that W is analytic on a neighbourhood of 52. We may assume 
that the boundary dSZ of Q consists of two circles, one in the upper half 
plane and one in the lower half plane. Put X= L,(XJ, cm), and define 
A:X-+X, W)(z) = zf(z), zea52, 
B: 47” --)X, (BY)(Z) = Y> zEaf2, 
c: x+ C”, Cf = & s,, (W(z) - 4 f(z) dz. 
One checks that with these choices formula (3.1) holds true. 
In what follows we assume that W is given in the representation (3.1). 
We shall also need the conditions (F,) and (FZ) of Section 11.2. In terms of 
A, B, and C the condition (F,) means that A x = A - BC has no spectrum 
on the real line. So if condition (F,) is fulfilled, then the Riesz projections 
of A and A ’ corresponding to the parts of the spectra in the upper half 
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plane are well defined. As before we denote these projections by P and P x, 
respectively. Note that P and P” are given by (2.2) and (2.3) except now 
d + is a curve in the open upper half plane around the parts of the spectra 
of A and A x in the upper half plane. In the same way as in the discrete 
time case (cf. Section I.2 formula (2.4)) one proves that the operator 
P - P x is a trace class operator. Condition (F2) implies that log det W is 
analytic on the real line and in a neighbourhood of infinity. 
The quantity D,(W) is given by formula (1.4) where now A is a contour 
in the open upper half plane such that W is analytic in all points in the 
intersection of the upper half plane and the closure of the outer domain of 
A. We want to obtain formula (1.5) in the present situation. To prove this 
formula we cannot apply the results of [ 161. So we restate Lemma II. 1 and 
give a new proof. 
LEMMA 11.5. Let W be gioen by (3.1). Then 
D,(W) = det(Z- P + PeirAe ““‘%), (3.2) 
where A x = A - BC and P is the Riesz projection corresponding to the part 
of the spectrum of A in the upper half plane. 
Proof: As before define V, by (1.6). One computes that 
c 
’ ei.SAi( A _ A X ) e - i.YA ’ ds = &T.de ITA ’ _ 1. 
0 
Thus 
v 
7 
= Z+ ip ~ e”ABCe~‘“A~ 
s 
ds. (3.3) 
0 
As BC is an operator of finite rank and the integrand in (3.3) is a con- 
tinuous function in the trace class norm, formula (3.3) shows that V, - Z is 
a trace class operator. So det V, is well defined. 
Put 
H: LTCO, ~1 -+ GCO, ~1, (Hf)(t) = -iCe -I” 6: e”“Bf(s) ds, 0 2 t 5 T, 
R: X-+ LT[O, ~1, (Rx)(t) = -iCe-“Ax, 0 2 t 5 z, 
R”:X-+L~[O,t], (R”x)(t)=iCe~m”AXx, OztsT, 
s: LY[O, 51 -+ X, Sf = 1’ PelsABf (s) ds. 
0 
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We shall prove 
I-K, -R -1 
s I 1 [ = V+ff-’ (I+ H)-’ R -S(I+ H)-’ 1 VT . (3.4) 
A straightforward computation shows that I+ H is invertible and 
(I+H)-‘=I+H”.Also(I+H)R”=-R,andthus(I+H)-’R=-R”. 
From formula (3.3) it is clear that V, = I+ SR x, and hence 
?‘,=I-S(I+H)p’ R. (35) 
Furthermore it is easy to check that 
K,+H=RS. (3.6) 
With (3.5) and (3.6) one has all the ingredients to check formula (3.4). For- 
mula (3.4) allows us to apply Theorem 1.1.1 in [S] to get 
[ ‘iKT “I]=[; ;][ -S(I: H)-’ :][ 0’ ir][ ‘iK7 -pl. 
Using similarity we obtain 
detC2’ [ ‘-dK, F] = detC21[ [ -s(lI H)- l ;,I[ IiKr yfS,i]]. 
(3.7) 
The next step is to show that S is a trace class operator. From the 
definition of S it is clear that 
S= f _f_ P(iA)kBFk, 
k=ok! 
(3.8) 
where Fk: LT[O, T] -+ C” is defined by Fk f = s; skf (s) ds. Obviously 
llFkll 5 yrk, where y denotes a constant. Since B is a finite rank operator, 
II .k P(iA)k BF, (/I- ~~~p(ia)*~~ llBlll. 5 yrk 
Here II . II 1 denotes the trace class norm and II . II denotes the usual operator 
norm. This proves that the sequence (3.8) is convergent in the trace class 
norm. We conclude that S is in the trace class. 
It is easy to see that the two matrices in the right-hand side of (3.7) are 
of the type I plus a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Indeed, for the first matrix it 
is enough to remember that both S and I’, -I are trace class operators. 
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For the second matrix we add to this argument that K, is a 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator. So we may apply formula (2.5) of [9, 
Chap. IV]. It follows that 
= det(*) I 0 -K,R 
-S(Z+ H)-’ v, I I+SR 
(3.9) 
Note that 
Since H is both a Volterra operator and a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, we 
have detc2’(Z+ H) = 1. Using similarity one obtains that the second factor 
of the right-hand side of equality (3.9) is equal to 1. Furthermore 
detc2) [ ‘-- y] = detc2)([- K,), 
detc2’ 
I 0 
-S(Z+ H)-’ V, 1 = dett2’ V 7. 
Next we compute the second factor in the left-hand side of (3.9). Note that 
0 
tr 
O I[ “:, Z]] S(I+ H)-’ I- V, 
= tr[s(Z+ H)-’ K,R- (I- V,) SRI. 
Using (3.5) and (3.6) one computes 
S(Z+H)-‘K,R-(I-V,)SR=S(Z+H)p’(RS-H)R-(Z-V,)SR 
=S(Z+H)- ‘R-Z+ V,)SR 
- PS(Z+ H)-’ HR 
=S(Z+H)p’R-SR=I- VT-SR. 
So from (3.9) we obtain 
det(*‘(Z- K,) = det”‘V,. exp( -tr[Z-- V,]) . exp tr SR. 
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Since V, -I is a trace class operator det’*‘V, = det V,. exp tr(l- V,). 
Hence to complete the proof of formula (3.4) it is sufficient to compute 
tr SR = tr 
s 
’ PeiSAB( -iC) eeisA ds = IT tr[PeiSAB( -iC) e-““1 ds 
0 0 
5 
r 
= tr[ -iCPB] ds = -iz tr CPB = -iz tr 
0 
[&s, WW], 
where A is a contour in the open upper half plane such that W is analytic 
in all points in the intersection of the upper half plane and the closure of 
the outer domain of A. 1 
The quantity ,Zc,( W) is again defined by formula (2.5), where r now is a 
circle inside the neighbourhood of infinity on which W is analytic. The next 
theorem extends Lemma II.2 and Theorem II.3 to the present situation. 
THEOREM 11.6. Let W(2) = Z+ C(lZ- A) - ’ B, 1 E [w, and ussume that 
the conditions (F, ) and (F2) are fulfilled. Then 
(i) 2’,(W)=det[(Z-P+PeiA)(Z-P” +PXep’AX)], (3.10) 
(ii) lim, _ o. D,(W)2,(W)-‘=det((Z-P)(Z-P”)+PP”). 
Proof: First we prove that the determinant in the right-hand side of 
(3.10) is well defined. It is sufficient to show that the operator 
p” -p+peiA-pXeiAx is a trace class operator. We rewrite this as 
P” -P+(P-P”)eiA+P”(e’A-e’Ax). (3.11) 
We already know that P - P ’ is a trace class operator. Since eiA is a boun- 
ded linear operator, it remains to prove that the second factor of third term 
in formula (3.11) is a trace class operator. This follows from 
e 
iA _ eiAX 
and the fact that Ak - (A x )k is a finite rank operator. 
The rest of the proof of (i) will be the same as the proof of Lemma 11.2, 
provided we add the arguments to justify the use of determinants and 
traces in the infinite dimensional setting. First note that the series in (2.7) is 
also convergent in the trace class norm. To see this it is suff%zient to check 
that 
k-l 
lI(~“)k--klI~~llBCIl, c lI~XII”I141”-k-1 . 
n=O > 
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Here 11 . 11, denotes the trace class norm and 11 . 11 denotes the usual operator 
norm. Next remark that one should read spectrum of A and A x in stead of 
eigenvalues of A and A ‘, respectively, in the definitions of A, Q and IY 
Furthermore the function A(,U- A x ))’ - A(AZ- A))’ is continuous in the 
trace class norm, which allows us to interchange the integral and the trace. 
This also shows that tr(A x P” - AP) exists. Finally, to complete the proof 
of (2.11) we have to remark that G(t) G x (t) ~ ’ - I is a trace class operator. 
For this repeat the argument we used to prove that the right-hand side of 
(3.10) is well defined and replace in this argument the operators A and A x 
by tA and tA x, respectively. 
To prove (ii) we add to the proof of Theorem II.3 the arguments that 
justify the use of traces and determinants in the present situation. From 
Lemma II.5 we know that D,(W) = det I’,. Next we show that det F(r) 
exists. We rewrite formula (2.13) as 
F(t)=Z-P(P-P”)+(P-P”)P” 
+ P(P- PX)e@AX + (P” -P) pxerrAX. 
Now use that P - P x is a trace class operator and that the other operators 
are bounded operators. It follows that F(T) - I is a trace class operator. 
Hence det F(T) is well defined. Moreover it also follows that F(T) is con- 
tinuous in the trace class norm. So the limit (2.17) may be considered to be 
a limit in the trace class norm. 1 
THEOREM 11.7. Let W(A) = I+ C(I11- A)-’ B, 1%~ R. Assume that 
condition (F,) is fulfilled and that W admits a kft and a right Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. Then 
(i) lim D,(W)“’ = C,( Wj, 
i- x 
(ii) lim DA W 
D,+a(W 
=c,(w)-6, for any 6 > 0, 
**Tz 
(iii) lim -$logD,(W)=logZ,(W). 
T-SC 
Prooj The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 11.4. 1 
From Theorem II.7 (i) and formula (1.4) it follows that 
lim [det”‘(Z- K,)] l/r 
r+Ix: 
log det W(t) dt 
+&IA- tr W(,I)d1-;[ 
A+ 
tr W(l)dA], 
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where A + (A _ ) is a contour in the open upper (lower) half plane such that 
W is analytic in all points in the intersection of the upper (lower) half plane 
and the closure of the outer domain of A + (A _ ). 
The analogue of Theorem 1.5 also holds true in the continuous case. It 
takes the following form. Let K be the integral operator with kernel k given 
by formula (1.1). Let y(t, s) be the resolvent kernel of the integral operator 
Z-K and ~,(t, s) be the resolvent kernel of Z-K,: Ly(O, z) -+ LT(O, T), 
where K, is given by (1.3). Then lim, _ o. y,( t, s) = y( t, s). This result follows 
from [4, Sect. 1.51. 
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